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The advantage you’ve been waiting for. The HuntStand™ interface now syncs your Wildgame 
images with weather, solunar and geolocation data to build a behavioral profile, showing 
you when and where to expect those hit-list bucks. Only Wildgame customers can unlock 
this feature, letting you keep your eye on the prize, from anywhere.

• View a detailed heat map of game activity and movement predictions
• Easily import and sort new or existing photos using unique tags
• Manage multiple setups with 40 GB of free storage space

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW



EXPOSURE CONTROL
Three exposure settings allow you to select the perfect blend of 
image clarity and distance that works for you.

SILENT SHIELD™ TECHNOLOGY
Every camera action has been engineered with Silent Shield™ 
technology. This means your camera goes unnoticed by nature and 
that big buck keeps coming back.

ZERO DETECTION
Zero noise, zero detection. Keep camera operations completely silent 
so you capture natural wildlife behavior without any alert.

LIGHTSOUT™ TECHNOLOGY
Lightsout™ technology uses invisible IR LEDs with an extended range 
to maintain concealment when capturing flash images.

TRU-DUAL CAM™
Two are always better than one. Dual cameras – one optimized for 
day and one for night – give you digital HD photos with superior 
clarity.

ADAPTIVE ILLUMINATION
This enhancement automatically adjusts the amount of illumination 
based on the camera’s distance to a target ensuring a perfect 
exposure every time.

CAMERA TECHNOLOGY

VARMINT GUARD
Protect your unit and eliminate feed waste with this rigid varmint 
guard that encases everything you don’t want nature messing with.

WELDED CONSTRUCTION
These heavy-duty designs won’t wear or tear because we built them 
good and strong. Welded construction models are our most durable 
feeders yet.

POLY BARREL CONSTRUCTION
Dependable and effective yet mobile: poly barrel feeders are light 
enough to easily move and test multiple feeding locations.

FEEDER TECHNOLOGY

QUICK ASSEMBLY
Quick assembly feeders require minimal effort and only steal 15-20 
minutes of your time before they’re fully operational.

ULTRA-STRONG SQUARE LEGS
The square shape plus a powder-coating on tube legs is two-folds 
beneficial – adding both stability and strength.

CORN OR PELLET FEED
Fill your feeders with plenty of corn or pellet feed without worrying 
about clogs or hang-ups. 

AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY™
Airborne attractants disperse 600% more scent molecules than 
ordinary attractants. If you can smell the potency of these products 
– just think what it smells like to game.

PROTEIN & FAT CONTENT
Attractants don’t just train game to find your spot; they become an 
integral part of animals’ health by feeding them ample protein and 
fat to bulk up to trophy status.

ATTRACTANT TECHNOLOGY

GLO-COTE®
Glo-Cote® uses ultraviolet enhancement to give attractants an added 
neon-blue glow that game can see, but humans can’t.

FLAVOR PROFILES
We know what brings game to dinner. Flavor profiles of apple, 
persimmon, corn, chestnut, sugar beet, molasses and acorn make 
our attractants irresistible.



SHADOW LIGHTSOUT™

MICRO CAM
SHADOW
MICRO CAM

SW16B37-9 6 16376 51186 8UPC SW16i37-9 6 16376 51185 1 UPC

 + Unique micro shape reduces footprint for easier concealment
 + Dimensions 75mm x 75mm x 51.7mm
 + Multi-layer dot matrix LCD for easy programming
 + Backlit display for improved visibility in low light

 + Unique micro shape reduces footprint for easier concealment
 + Dimensions 75mm x 75mm x 51.7mm
 + Multi-layer dot matrix LCD for easy programming
 + Backlit display for improved visibility in low light

The Shadow Micro Cam Lightsout™ wins every category when it comes to 
concealment. But its biggest trick is actually small. With a footprint of just 7.5 square 
centimeters, the micro cam practically disappears when mounted to a tree or fence 
post.

Other methods of disguise: Trubark HD™ wraps the trail camera in camouflage with 
a tree-like texture, Silent Shield™ quiets all camera operations, and Lightsout™ 
technology illuminates with an invisible flash. Undetected by big bucks and camera 
thiefs alike, the Shadow Micro Cam Lightsout will be left alone to deliver incredible 
16-megapixel images and HD 720p videos.

Sometimes the best things come in small packages. And this is one of those times. 
The Shadow Micro Cam has a footprint of just 7.5 square centimeters, but still 
manages to deliver 16-megapixel images and HD 720p videos. 

What else can this little camera do? Just about everything. Adaptive illumination and 
exposure control automatically adjust for incredible image quality so you never miss 
a tine or a tail. The Shadow Micro Cam easily mounts to any tree or fence post and 
stays concealed with its small size and TruBark HD camo. It’s truly unlike any other 
trail cam out there.

TRAIL CAMERAS

NEW NEW

MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

16 MP 80 FEET 42 INVISIBLE BLACK LEDs

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> ½  SEC 720p HD TRUBARK HD

MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

16 MP 85 FEET 36 INFRARED LEDs

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> ½  SEC 720p HD TRUBARK HD



MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

12 MP 80 FEET 36 INFRARED LEDs

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

1.5 SEC 720p HD TRUBARK

MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

30 MP 110 FEET 42 INVISIBLE BLACK LEDs

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> ½  SEC 1080p HD TRUBARK

 + Monitor game activity 24/7 from every angle
 + Captures HD photos and videos (up to 30 seconds)
 + Wide angle 16:9 aspect ratio option
 + Water-resistant housing combats weather
 + T-Post mounting bracket and mounting strap provided for easy installation
 + Exposure control settings for improved clarity

360° CAM
Say goodbye to the four cameras you use to cover your favorite hunting spot, 
because you only need one camera to get the job done now. The 360° Cam 
revolutionizes image capturing by turning the traditional scouting camera model on 
its head – or more accurately, turning it in every direction.

The unique swivel design moves the camera to wherever the action is so you get a 
full 360-degree view of the space. And not just close-range either; 36 high-intensity 
LEDs pack 80 feet of illumination range. Capture high-quality photos and videos at 
any time, in any direction with the 360° Cam.

R12i20-9 6 16376 51180 6UPC

 + Tru-Dual Cams™ optimize images for day and night
 + Zero Detection™ technology keeps operation completely silent
 + Adaptive Illumination™ adjusts based on distance to target
 + Remains unseen with Lightsout™ invisible infrared LED flash
 + Wide angle 16:9 aspect ratio option
 + Backlit buttons for easy operation in low light
 + Adjustable strap with alligator clips for easy installation

SILENT CAM 
LIGHTSOUT™

The Silent Cam 30 Lightsout™ debuts some of the most innovative technology ever 
to come out of Wildgame Innovations. The goal for this camera was stealth, silence 
and superior quality. The Silent Crush 30 Lightsout is all that and more.

This camera is so discreet, it’s tough to spot even if you’re looking. It uses Zero 
Detection™ technology so there’s no noise – period. Another new feature is the 
Tru-Dual Cams™: Rather than attempting to achieve optimum day/night images 
with one camera, the Silent Cam 30 Lightsout uses two cameras to get the job 
done right. The day camera promises crisp, radiant images and videos, and the night 
camera captures strikingly vivid images and videos with reduced nighttime blur. The 
½ second trigger is indiscernible, the Lightsout™ infrared LED flash is completely 
invisible and the 30MP image quality is unmatched.

SC30B20-9 6 16376 51179 0UPC

NEW



MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

20 MP 95 FEET 42 INVISIBLE BLACK LEDs

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> ½  SEC 720p HD TRUBARK

MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

20 MP 100 FEET 42 INFRARED LEDs

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> ½  SEC 720p HD TRUBARK

 + Night images with improved clarity/illumination and reduced night blur
 + Adaptive Illumination™ adjusts based on distance to target
 + Silent Shield™ technology keeps operation quiet
 + HD photo and 720p with variable timing (5, 15 or 30 sec.) video capabilities
 + Remains unseen with Lightsout™ invisible infrared LED flash
 + Multi-layer dot matrix LCD display for easy programming
 + Adjustable strap with alligator clips for easy installation
 + Backlit display for improved visibility in low light

RIVAL™ 20  
LIGHTSOUT™

Put any rival against it, but the Rival™ 20 Lightsout™ will still come out on top. This 
camera showcases almost every premium upgrade we’ve dreamed up at Wildgame 
Innovations: Silent Shield™ quiets camera operations, Tru-Dual Cams™ enhance day 
and night images and Adaptive Illumination™ adjusts with changing distances. While 
images and videos will look bright, the unit itself won’t. The 42 black infrared LEDs 
mask illumination to keep your camera location completely hidden.

Simple user operations balance the advanced technology. The backlit LCD screen and 
dot matrix display make selecting your preferred camera settings quick and painless. 
Also simple: setup. A new adjustable strap with alligator clips secure the unit in mere 
seconds.

 + Tru-Dual Cams™ optimize images for day and night
 + Day images customized for superior HD quality
 + Night images with improved clarity/illumination and reduced night blur
 + Adaptive Illumination™ adjusts based on distance to target
 + Silent Shield™ technology keeps operation quiet
 + HD photo and 720p with variable timing (5, 15 or 30 sec.) video capabilities
 + Multi-layer dot matrix LCD display for easy programming
 + Backlit display for improved visibility in low light

RIVAL™ 20
Put any rival against it, but the Rival™ 20 will still come out on top. This camera 
showcases almost every premium upgrade we’ve dreamed up at Wildgame 
Innovations: Silent Shield™ quiets camera operations, Tru-Dual Cams™ enhance 
day and night images and Adaptive Illumination™ adjusts with changing distances. 
Incredible quality from 18-megapixel images and 720p videos send the Rival 18 to the 
front of the pack.

Simple user operations balance the advanced technology. The backlit LCD screen and 
dot matrix display make selecting your preferred camera settings quick and painless. 
Also simple: setup. A new adjustable strap with alligator clips secure the unit in mere 
seconds.

XC20i20-9 6 16376 51177 6UPCXC20B20-9 6 16376 51178 3UPC

TRAIL CAMERAS

NEWNEW



MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

18 MP 85 FEET 42 INVISIBLE BLACK LEDs

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> ½  SEC 720p HD TRUBARK

MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

18MP 90 FEET 36 INFRARED LEDs

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> ½  SEC 720p HD TRUBARK

 + Adaptive Illumination™ adjusts based on distance to target
 + Exposure control settings for improved clarity
 + HD photo and 720p video capabilities
 + Silent Shield™ technology keeps operation quiet
 + Remains unseen with Lightsout™ invisible infrared LED flash
 + Adjustable strap with alligator clips for easy installation

MIRAGE™ 18 
LIGHTSOUT™

Your eyes aren’t fooling you; trail cam photos and videos really can look this good at 
an affordable price. The Mirage 18™ Lightsout™ offers a sharp 16-megapixel camera 
paired with superior nighttime image capturing capabilities. Exposure Control makes 
it easier to find the right combination of clarity and distance depending on your 
camera’s location. You’ll get the same quality results with 720p HD videos, too.

Once you’ve found the right spot and the right settings, sit back and let the Mirage 
18 Lightsout do the rest of the work. The camera reacts with a trigger speed less 
than ½ second, and stays quiet with Silent Shield™ technology. The added benefit of 
Lightsout™ technology further maintains the camera’s concealment with a 42-piece 
invisible infrared flash.

 + Adaptive Illumination™ adjusts based on distance to target
 + Exposure control settings for improved clarity
 + HD photo and 720p video capabilities
 + Silent Shield™ technology keeps operation quiet
 + Adjustable strap with alligator clips for easy installation

MIRAGE™ 18
Your eyes aren’t fooling you; trail cam photos and videos really can look this good 
at an affordable price. The Mirage 18™ offers a sharp 18-megapixel camera paired 
with superior nighttime image capturing capabilities. Exposure Control also makes 
it easier to find the right combination of clarity and distance depending on your 
camera’s location. You’ll get the same quality results with 720p HD videos, too.

Once you’ve found the right spot and the right settings, sit back and let the Mirage 18 
do the rest of the work. The camera reacts with a trigger speed less than ½ second, 
and stays quiet with Silent Shield™ technology.

M18i19-9 6 16376 51175 2UPCM18B19-9 6 16376 51176 9UPC

NEWNEW



WRAITH™ 14 LIGHTSOUT™ WRAITH™ 14

WR14i8-9 6 16376 51187 5UPCWR14B8-9 6 16376 51188 2UPC

TRAIL CAMERAS

MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

14 MP 70 FEET 40 INVISIBLE BLACK LEDS

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> ½  SEC 720p HD TRUBARK

MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

14 MP 75 FEET 28 INFRARED LEDS

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> ½  SEC 720p HD TRUBARK

 + Exposure control settings for improved clarity
 + HD photo and 720p video capabilities
 + Backlit LCD for easy viewing in low light
 + Energy efficient for long-term use

 + Exposure control settings for improved clarity
 + HD photo and 720p video capabilities
 + Backlit LCD for easy viewing in low light
 + Energy efficient for long-term use

There’s something haunting the woods. The Wraith™ 14 Lightsout™ features an 
impressive 40-piece illumination system to capture images and videos up to 70 feet 
out. Of course, game will be none the wiser since the blacked out infrared bulbs emit 
an invisible flash. Also contributing to the trail camera’s concealment, Silent Shield™ 
Technology keeps camera operation quiet. Long-lasting battery life allows the Wraith 
14 Lightsout to monitor your favorite hunting spot for up to a year.

There’s something haunting the woods. The Wraith™ 14 captures high-quality images 
and videos on an easy-to-use platform with improved visiblity from a backlit LCD 
screen. Setup is equally simple, with a mounting strap that snaps into place and 
adjusts to fit any fence post or tree. You’ll also benefit from Exposure Control, which 
auto-adjusts to avoid white-wash that’s common in many other trail cameras.

NEWNEW



 + Perfect for covering large areas with multiple cameras
 + Captures photos and videos (up to 30 seconds)
 + Water-resistant housing combats weather
 + Bungee cords for easy installation

TERRA™ EXTREME 
LIGHTSOUT™ 10 
Make sure no animal makes it onto your property without you knowing about it. At 
an affordable price, the Terra™ Extreme 10 Lightsout™ is an excellent option for 
hunters looking to cover large properties with multiple cameras. It captures images 
and videos with an impressive trigger that reacts in less than a second. The invisible 
Lightsout™ flash illuminates up to 60 feet so you know what’s going on day or night.

 + Perfect for covering large areas with multiple cameras
 + Captures photos and videos (up to 30 seconds)
 + Water-resistant housing combats weather
 + Bungee cords for easy installation

TERRA™  
EXTREME 10
Make sure no animal makes it onto your property without you knowing about it. At an 
affordable price, the Terra™ Extreme 10 Lightsout™ is an excellent option for hunters 
looking to cover large properties with multiple cameras. It captures images and 
videos with an impressive trigger that reacts in less than a second. The 21-piece LED 
flash illuminates up to 65 feet so you know what’s going on day or night.

TX10i1-8  6 16376 51046 5UPCTX10B1-8 6 16376 51047 2UPC

MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

10 MP 65 FEET 21 INFRARED LEDs

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> 1 SEC 720p HD BLACK

MEGAPIXELS ILLUMINATION RANGE ILLUMINATION TYPE

10 MP 60 FEET 36 INVISIBLE BLACK LEDS

TRIGGER SPEED VIDEO RESOLUTION FINISH

> 1 SEC 720p HD BLACK



MODEL OVERVIEW

Model SC30B20-9 R12i20-9 XC20B20-9 XC20i20-9 SW16B37-9 SW16i37-9

Image Specs

Megapixels 30 12 20 20 16 16

Trigger Speed > ½ Sec > ½ Sec > ½ Sec > ½ Sec > ½ Sec > ½ Sec

Illumination Range 110 Feet 80 Feet 95 Feet 100 Feet 80 Feet 85 Feet

4:6 Standard X X X X X X

16:9 Wide Angle X X X X X X

Color Daytime Images X X X X X X

B/W Night Images X X X X

Video Specs

Video Resolution 720p / 1080p HD 720p HD 720p HD 720p HD 720p HD 720p HD

Video Duration 15 Sec 15 Sec 5 / 15 / 30 Sec 5 / 15 / 30 Sec 5 / 15 / 30 Sec 5 / 15 / 30 Sec

Color Daytime Video X X X X X X

B/W Night Video X X X X X X

Environmental Data

Tune & Date Stamp X X X X

Location Stamp X X X X X X

Moon Phase Stamp X X X X X X

Technology

Adaptive Illumination X X X X X

Exposure Control X X X X X X

Lightsout™ X X X

Silent Shield™ X X X X X

True-Dual Cam™ X X X

Zero Detection X X X X X

Hardware

Emitter Count 42 Invisible Black LEDs 36 Infrared  
LEDs 42 Invisible Black LEDs 42 Infrared 

LEDs 42 Invisible Black LEDs 36 Infrared 
LEDs

Finish Trubark™ Trubark™ Trubark™ Trubark™ Trubark HD™ Trubark HD™

Attachment Adjustable Strap Adjustable Strap,
T-Post Bracket Adjustable Strap Adjustable Strap Adjustable Strap,

Magnetic Ball Bracket
Adjustable Strap,

Magnetic Ball Bracket

Power Source 8 AA Batteries 8 AA Batteries 8 AA Batteries 8 AA Batteries 4 AA Batteries 4 AA Batteries



M18B19-9 M18i19-9 WR14B8-9 WR14i8-9 TX10B1-8 TX10i1-8

18 18 14 14 10 10

> ½ Sec > ½ Sec > ½ Sec > ½ Sec > ½ Sec > ½ Sec

85 Feet 90 Feet 70 Feet 75 Feet 60 Feet 65 Feet

X X X X X X

X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

720p HD 720p HD 720p HD 720p HD 720p HD 720p HD

15 Sec 15 Sec 15 Sec 15 Sec 15 Sec 15 Sec

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X

X X

X X X

X X X X

X X

42 Invisible Black 
LEDs

36 Infrared 
 LEDs

40 Invisible Black 
LEDs

28 Infrared  
LEDs

36 Invisible Black 
LEDs

21 Infrared 
LEDs

Trubark™ Trubark™ Trubark™ Trubark™ Black Black

Adjustable Strap Adjustable Strap Adjustable Strap Adjustable Strap Bungee Cords Bungee Cords

8 AA Batteries 8 AA Batteries 8 AA Batteries 8 AA Batteries 8 AA Batteries 8 AA Batteries



VIEWERS & ACCESSORIES

 + Instantly review trail camera photos and videos in the field
 + No batteries or cell service required
 + Compatible with all Android™ devices with a micro USB or Type C connection port
 + SD card not included

 + Foam inserts protect memory cards
 + Latch keeps contents secure inside
 + Slim profile fits inside pocket or gear bag
 + Round edges won’t catch or snag
 + SD card not included

 + Store, organize and archive images/videos
 + Compatible with all SD-compliant trail cameras and devices

 + Apple® approved device
 + Instantly review trail camera photos and videos in the field
 + No batteries or cell service required
 + Compatible with Apple® devices with a Lightning® connection port
 + SD card not included

SD CARD READER 
FOR ANDROID™

SD CARD HOLDER

SD CARDS

SD CARD READER 
FOR APPLE®

This pocket-sized reader simplifies game monitoring by turning your Android™ device 
into a photo and video viewer. Its compact, one-piece design and rubber covers make 
this reader field-ready so you can take it with you to check your cameras. You can 
even attach it to a keychain so it doesn’t get lost in your pack. Simply remove the 
SD card from your trail camera and plug it into the reader’s SD port, then plug the 
micro-USB on the other side of the reader directly into your device.

This pocket-sized reader simplifies game monitoring by turning your Apple® device 
into a photo and video viewer. Its compact, one-piece design and rubber covers 
make this reader field-ready so you can take it with you to check your cameras. You 
can even attach it to a keychain so it doesn’t get lost in your pack. Simply remove 
the SD card from your trail camera and plug it into the reader’s SD port, then plug 
the Lightning® connector on the other side of the reader directly into your phone or 
tablet.

ANDVIEW 6 16376 50900 1UPC

358215 6 16376 50817 2UPC

APPVIEW-9 6 16376 51161 5UPC

SIZE CLASS MODEL UPC

8GB - 2 PACK 4 SD8 6 16376 50613 0

8GB 4 SD8S 6 16376 50835 6

16GB - 2 PACK 10 SD16S10 6 16376 51182 0

16GB 10 SD16S10 6 16376 51183 7

32GB 10 SD32S10 6 16376 51184 4



 + Oversized 7-inch HD backlit TFT touch screen
 + Zooms, swipes and navigates just like other tablet devices
 + Dual SD card reader simplifies in-field file viewing and organization
 + Primary port houses SD card with full library of images and videos
 + Secondary port saves favorites to designated archive SD card

The Trail Pad Tablet looks and performs like a tablet, with HD images and videos filling the oversized 7-inch touch screen. But this isn’t just any other tablet. It’s a hunter’s 
tablet – specifically designed to cater to all your game tracking needs.

The weather-resistant tablet features dual, standard size SD card ports to sift through the hundreds of images and videos that every hunting season brings. Insert an SD card 
from your favorite trail cam into the library port to view every deer, hog and turkey in HD quality. When you like what you see, send it over to the archive. This stores the best 
of the best on a second SD card so you can easily keep tabs on a single animal or the entire herd. That’s right: no more endless scrolling to find that one picture you want to 
show your buddy. Ultimate bragging rights are within view.

The Trail Pad Swipe SD card reader allows you to review images and videos directly 
from your game cameras. Equipped with a heavy-duty, water-resistant housing 
and a compact, lightweight design, the Trail Pad Swipe can easily trek into the field 
with you. No cords are required; simply load an SD card into the Trail Pad Swipe to 
start viewing. You’ll find files neatly organized on a bright LCD screen so you can 
run through all the action your cameras have seen. Instantly view photos and watch 
videos with a user-friendly touch screen and easy-access buttons. The touch screen 
even has a zoom feature so you can count every tine.

TRAIL PAD TABLET

TRAIL PAD SWIPE

VU70 6 16376 51160 8 UPC

VU60 6 16376 50906 3UPC

NEW

 + Built-in speaker supports audio during video playback
 + Compact, lightweight design
 + Heavy-duty, water-resistant housing
 + Holds two SD cards up to 32GB each (not included)
 + Auxiliary and micro USB ports for computer and/or TV viewing (cords not included)

 + Handheld media viewer for in-field use
 + Compact, lightweight design
 + Heavy-duty, water-resistant housing
 + Touch screen and push-button navigation
 + Zoom in/out functionality
 + Holds up to 32 GB sd card
 + Auxiliary and USB ports for computer and/or TV viewing (cords not included)
 + Up to 32 GB SD card and 4 AAA batteries required (not included)



SCENT CONTROL

ZEROTRACE™

PIONFIELD 6 16376 51181 3UPC

NEW

Mature game are mature for a reason – they’re crafty and always use the elements to their advantage. Our hunters do the same.

With Wildgame Innovations’ newest technology, hunters can breathe easy when it comes to scent control. The ZeroTrace generator with PureIon technology is the smart 
choice for reducing human scent without the damaging effects to your health or your gear. Current in-field methods rely on harsh oxidation, while ZeroTrace harnesses the 
primal power of nature’s best hunter…the ion molecule. Small but mighty, ions seek out and obliterate nearby scent particles and airborne impurities before game can catch 
your drift. That means more grade-A chances for you.

Hunting is both an art and a science. And when the stakes are this high, every molecule counts. ZeroTrace makes you disappear with the push of a button, as millions of ions 
wash over your zone to neutralize the air between you and your target. The portable unit mounts easily above your stand or to your ground blind for continuous cover. Turn the 
tables on Mother Nature with ZeroTrace.

 + Ultra-quiet fan spreads healthy ion particle flow
 + Re-chargeable battery pack with USB port
 + Approx. 6 hours of battery life
 + Durable TRUBark™ texture for additional concealment
 + Lightweight with adjustable magnetic mounting unit



CROSSBOWS

Wildgame Innovations designed its new line of crossbows to make crossbow hunting 
an affordable pursuit for all hunters. The Wildgame XB370 compound crossbow 
comes ready to hunt with all the accessories you could ever need. Two arrows sized 
and weighted just right store inside a lightweight quiver. When you’re ready to load, 
do so safely and easily with the provided rope cocking device. Finally, acquire your 
target with improved accuracy thanks to the 4x32mm multi-reticle scope. You’ll be 
dropping whitetails in no time. 

XB370 COMPOUND CROSSBOW
NEW

BAR78194 0 42609 01111 7UPC

XR250 RECURVE CROSSBOW
NEW

FINISH MODEL UPC

ELUDE CAMO BAR78193 0 42609 01107 0

BLACK BAR78195 0 42609 01114 8 

Recurve crossbows are known for their ease of use and reliability. The Wildgame 
XR250 is just that, with a classic design that shoots true. It comes ready to hunt 
with a complete accessory package, including a quiver, two arrows, rope cocking 
device and red dot sight. If you’re looking for a crossbow that’s accurate, safe and 
reliable – you’re in the right place.



 + Rigid varmint guard protects unit and eliminates feed waste
 + Box design with handle for easy filling and transport
 + Durable powder-coated legs (12-piece kit)
 + Galvanized steel spinner plate
 + Built-in funnel for accurate feed dispersal

QUICK-SET™ 270 PRO

W270PRO 6 16376 50905 6UPC

FEEDERS

 + Easily attract and pattern game
 + Durable poly barrel design
 + Built-in funnel for accurate feed dispersal
 + Heavy-duty coated legs (12-piece kit)
 + Galvanized steel spinner plate

QUICK-SET™ 270

W270D 6 16376 50610 9UPC

CAPACITY AVAILABLE FEED TIMES FEED RADIUS

270 LBS 1-6 50 FEET

CAPACITY AVAILABLE FEED TIMES FEED RADIUS

270 LBS 1-4 30 FEET

 + Easily attract and pattern game
 + Durable poly barrel design
 + Built-in funnel for accurate feed dispersal
 + Heavy-duty coated legs (12-piece kit)
 + Galvanized steel spinner plate

QUICK-SET™ 225

W225D 6 16376 50609 3UPC

CAPACITY AVAILABLE FEED TIMES FEED RADIUS

225 LBS 1-4 30 FEET



 + Hanging pail design
 + Feed during peak activity at dawn or dusk
 + Galvanized steel spinner plate
 + Easily mobile so you can find the right spot
 + Realtree Xtra® camo pail

QUICK-SET™ 50

W50P 6 16376 50608 6UPC

CAPACITY AVAILABLE FEED TIMES FEED RADIUS

50 LBS 1-2 30 FEET

 + Gravity bag feeder naturally replenishes feed as it’s consumed
 + Fill with corn, attractant or minerals
 + Durable weatherproof material
 + Roll-top sealed closure
 + Great for hard-to-reach areas like backwoods or swamps
 + Patent-pending design

TREEHUGGER™

The Treehugger™ is a low-maintenance feeding solution that sets the dinner table all 
on its own. We used long-lasting PVC material to construct a durable gravity feeder 
that attaches to any tree in under five minutes. Simply loop the integrated straps 
around a tree trunk and secure with the heavy-duty buckle. The Treehugger will take 
care of the rest, naturally replenishing feed as game consumes it. And you can fill 
it with just about whatever feed you want: corn, attractants, protein, mineral or a 
combination.

Easy setup and a lightweight design make the Treehugger perfect for hard-to-reach 
areas that don’t have a lot of space, like backwoods or swamps. Use this simple, 
streamlined feeder to test a potential feeding site and move it as often as you like 
until you find the right spot. With a hoof-licking-good food source overflowing all 
over the ground, deer will be sure to find it wherever you choose.

WGIFD0032 6 16376 51043 4UPC

CAPACITY CAMO

80 LBS TRUBARK HD™



64

TH-DT 6 16376 90027 3UPC

FEEDER KITS

 + Digital electronics
 + Six available feed times
 + Powder-coated, galvanized steel construction
 + Galvanized steel spinner plate
 + Feed time durations from 1 to 30 seconds
 + 12V battery operation (not included)
 + 2” drop funnel

12V DIGITAL FEEDER KIT

TH-12VD 6 16376 90026 6UPC

 + Digital electronics
 + 1-6 available feed times
 + Battery-type indicator
 + Large, easy-to-view LCD
 + Adjustable (low, med, hi) motor speed
 + 6V or 12V battery operation (not included)
 + Easy to use

DIGITAL TIMER

 + Digital electronics
 + 4 available feed times
 + 360-degree / 30-foot feed range
 + Powder-coated, galvanized steel construction
 + Galvanized steel spinner plate
 + Feed time durations from 1 to 30 seconds
 + 6V battery operation (not included)
 + 2” drop funnel

 + Easy plug-and-play operation
 + Up to 24 daily feed times
 + 360-degree / 30-foot feed range
 + Powder-coated, galvanized steel construction
 + Galvanized steel spinner plate
 + Feed time durations from 1 to 20 seconds
 + 6V battery operation (not included)
 + 2” drop funnel

 + Photocell electronics
 + 360-degree / 30-foot feed range
 + Dawn and dusk feed times
 + Powder-coated, galvanized steel construction
 + Galvanized steel spinner plate
 + Feed time durations from 1 to 30 seconds
 + 6V battery operation (not included)
 + 2” drop funnel

6V DIGITAL  
FEEDER KIT

6V ANALOG 
FEEDER KIT

6V DAWN/DUSK 
FEEDER KIT

TH-6VD 6 16376 90000 6UPCTH-6VA 6 16376 50149 4UPC TH-6VP 6 16376 90001 3UPC



MOONSHINE™ 2

VL2  6 16376 50713 7UPC
ADF-75D 6 16376 10125 0UPC

 + High efficiency
 + Aluminum mounting bracket and hardware
 + Polycarbonate front cover for years of trouble-free service
 + Thin film design
 + Protective steel flex-conduit and piggy back battery connectors

 + High efficiency
 + Aluminum mounting bracket and hardware
 + Polycarbonate front cover for years of trouble-free service
 + Thin film design
 + Protective steel flex-conduit and piggy back battery connectors

12V EDRENALINE™

SOLAR PANEL
6V EDRENALINE™

SOLAR PANEL

SP12V1 6 16376 90023 5UPC SP6V1 6 16376 90022 8UPC

The Moonshine™ motion-activated feeder light solves many of the problems night 
hunts can present. Attach to your favorite feeder, and it will illuminate anything that 
trips the PIR motion sensor in green light. An integrated solar panel keeps the lithium 
ion battery charged so no additional parts or batteries are needed. Ideal for hunting 
nocturnal game like predators and hogs. 

 + For hog and predator hunting
 + Easy installation for any feeder
 + Setup hardware included
 + PIR activated
 + Built-in solar panel

 + On / Off switch when not in use
 + 16 green LED light system
 + Weather resistant design
 + Built-in lithium ion battery
 + Includes mounting screws

AQUAPRO®
FISH FEEDER
 + Disperses feed up to 45 feet in one 

direction
 + Patent-pending dual motor dispersion 

uses two different high-torque motors 
to extend product life

 + Durable powder-coated galvanized steel 
construction for many years of use

 + Internal timer tray with lid
 + Easy-fill lid with lockable latch
 + Double-sealed interior prevents 

moisture from contaminating feed
 + Works well on circuit board enclosed in 

weather-resistant housing with 
 + Some assembly required

FEEDER ACCESSORIES
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FEEDER ACCESSORIES

6V/12V BATTERY 
CHARGER

12V TAB-STYLE BATTERY

6V TAB-STYLE BATTERY 6V SPRING TOP BATTERY

6V REPLACEMENT 
MOTOR

12V REPLACEMENT 
MOTOR

TH-UBC  6 16376 10070 3UPC 6VB 6 16376 10066 6UPC 6VBX1 6 16376 50055 8UPC

12VB 6 16376 10067 3UPC 6VM 12VM6 16376 10075 8 6 16376 10077 2UPC UPC
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6V SPINNER PLATE

POLY FUNNEL  
FOR 55 GAL DRUM

12V SPINNER PLATE
POLY LID  
FOR 55 GAL DRUM

2” DROP FUNNELVARMINT CAGE

6VSP 6 16376 10076 5UPC 12VSP 6 16376 10078 9UPC

PF-55 6 16376 90006 8UPC

PL-55 6 16376 90005 1UPC

DF1VC1 6 16376 50079 46 16376 50663 5 UPCUPC
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HUNTING ACCESSORIES

 + Fool-proof trophy scoring system
 + No math required
 + Fast, simple and accurate

 + No-shine matte paint stick
 + Non-greasy formula won’t clog pores
 + Face wipes included for easy removal

 + Three colors for 
ultimate concealment

 + Easy application
 + Washes off with soap 

and water

TROPHY TAPE™
VANISH™ FACE  
PAINT COMBO

COMMANDER  
WAR PAINT®

Take the guessing out of your trophy story. Wildgame 
Innovations’ Trophy Tape™ modernizes game scoring with 
an easy-to-use system that eliminates tedious math 
and time-consuming steps. Simply tape along the tines 
using the provided instructions to quickly and accurately 
reach your gross score. In less than five minutes, you’ve 
got a number to brag about and some jealous buddies 
wondering how you managed to pull it off.

Each pack contains three rolls of 200-inch tape, so you 
can get three healthy whitetail scores and still have 
tape left for blood trailing or trail marking. The bright 
orange stands out even in low light. Put Trophy Tape™ 
in your pack on your next hunt, and you’ll wonder how 
you ever hunted without it.

Breaking up the symmetrical structure of your face and 
minimizing skin glare: these are two key elements to 
remaining hidden from a wary old tom or mature buck. 
The Vanish™ Face Paint Combo includes a matte black, 
non-greasy face paint and 20 pre-moistened cleansing 
pads that hit both of those elements with high marks.

The paint is odorless so it keeps your scent concealed 
in addition to your appearance, and the moisture-
resistant formula ensures that whether you’re 
sweating bullets or drenched in a downpour – your 
disguise holds true. When your work is done, easily 
remove the paint in the field or back at camp with the 
provided cleansing pads.

Phil, Willie and the Duck Commander® crew know that 
a successful hunt begins before you’ve even set foot in 
the field. Concealment is essential, but face masks can 
be awkward and uncomfortable. To solve this problem 
and still find success in the field, the guys created 
face paint camo. Commander War Paint® adds a level 
of authenticity to camouflage with three gritty, field-
tested colors that create natural facial shading. The 
face paint is easy to apply and comes off just as easily 
with soap and water.

FG-00424 8 50695 00424 7UPC FG-00438 8 50695 00438 4UPC FG-00327  8 50695 00327 1UPC
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 + Newly designed micro-nozzle quietly distributes 
potent vapor

 + Pressurized at the peak of freshness
 + Releases up to 600% more scent molecules than 

ordinary attractants

 + Precise spray prevents mess on skin or gear
 + Effective all season long – especially pre-rut and rut
 + Brings in dominant bucks

 + Precise spray prevents mess on skin or gear
 + Doubles as cover scent
 + Quiet spray nozzle

WILD ESTRUS™ 
BURST

YOUNG BUCK 
BURST™

ACORN RAGE™ 
BURST

Nothing gets the attention of a mature buck faster 
than the scent of a hot doe; Wild Estrus Burst™ puts 
that power in your hands. The aerosol attractant 
effectively calms deer during the off-season and 
becomes irresistible during the rut. Deer have nearly 
300 million scent receptors, and they’ll go wild with 
this pure scent – especially since it uses Airborne 
Technology™ to pack as much potency as possible 
into each vapor burst. Plus, the addition of Glo-Cote® 
means deer can not only smell it, they can see the UV-
enhanced visual attractant, too. 

The biggest bucks do whatever it takes to stay at the 
top. Now you can challenge their territorial instincts 
with Young Buck Burst. This easy-to-use scent loads 
100% pure young buck urine into a pressurized aerosol 
can at peak freshness. Easily disperse via the mess-
free nozzle to freshen scrapes and hanging lures. This 
powerful attractant disperses in a super-fine mist with 
almost zero noise. It works year-round to establish a 
scent corridor that piques deer’s curiosity to pull them 
in from long distances.

We all have different strategies when it comes to 
patterning and holding game. One thing we can all 
agree on: deer love acorns. Acorn Rage® Burst crams 
100 bursts of super potent acorn scent into an easy-
to-use aerosol can. The precise micro-nozzle quietly 
directs the spray exactly where you want it – not 
on skin, clothes or gear. A single drop immediately 
dissolves into 3,000 particles to send an irresistible 
acorn aroma traveling far and fast. It’s incredibly 
powerful, and it’s a scent they’ll love all year long.

SIZE MODEL UPC

7 OZ BOTTLE FG-00443 8 50695 00443 8

SIZE MODEL UPC

7 OZ BOTTLE FG-00451 8 50695 00451 3

SIZE MODEL UPC

7 OZ BOTTLE FG-00448 8 50695 00448 3

NEW NEW



ATTRACTANTS

 + Real acorns crushed and blended with roasted soybean meal
 + Pure acorn scent and flavor packed with rack-building nutrients
 + Airborne Technology™ creates long-range scent vapor trail

ACORN RAGE®

Deer have been known to abandon corn, wheat and even lush foot plots in the 
name of one of their favorite meals: acorns. Acorn Rage® feeds their obsession with 
100% real crushed acorns blended with roasted soybean to create a long-lasting 
attractant that’s as nutritious as it is palatable. Airborne Technology™ disperses 
600% more scent molecules than ordinary feed grains to cover super long distances 
with incredible speed. Acorn Rage comes ready to use straight out of the bag and 
effectively attracts deer year-round. 

SIZE MODEL UPC

15 LB BAG FG-00452 8 50695 00452 0

5 LB BAG FG-00381 8 50695 00381 3

4 LB BRICK FG-00031 8 55018 00031 9

1 GALLON JUG FG-00006 8 55018 00006 7



 + Concentrated pellet made with real acorns
 + 4x more fat than corn
 + Treats up to 80 pounds of corn

 + Uses real chestnuts to attract deer to your property
 + Blended with essential minerals and proteins to build 

stronger deer
 + Acts quickly to pattern deer

 + Uses real peanuts to attract deer to your property
 + Blended with essential minerals and proteins to build stronger deer
 + Acts quickly to pattern deer

ACORN RAGE FEEDER FAT™

CHESTNUT RAGE®

PEANUT RAGE®

It’s no secret real acorns provide highly palatable, widespread forage that deer find 
irresistible. These acorns are also high in fat – four times more than corn. Acorn Rage® 
Feeder Fat™ can be added to corn feeders to help you bulk up deer’s diets. It also 
gives deer additional nutrients they need to grow trophy racks. They’ll want it for the 
delicious acorn taste, but the true benefits lie in the fat, protein, fiber, calcium and 
vitamins in each bite. You’ll see the difference when you get your hands on that rack.

Chestnuts have been a staple in deer diets forever; today’s deer crave them just 
as much as the deer who roamed North America thousands of years ago. Chestnut 
Rage® uses the power of real chestnuts that are harvested, crushed and mixed with 
roasted soybean meal to lock-in an authentic scent and taste. Buck Commander® 
trusted and approved, Chestnut Rage is as nutritional as it is powerful – with more 
than 18% protein and 13% fat content. The addition of phosphorus will also keep your 
herd healthy and your bucks’ racks growing.

Peanuts can be an expensive attractant strategy, leaving many hunters without the 
benefits of a deer favorite. Now you can unleash irresistible peanut attraction power 
to send ‘em into a hunger-crazed rage. Peanut Rage™ pulverizes real peanuts into a 
nutrient-rich blend of roasted soybeans that will not only draw deer in, but keep them 
coming back for more. This proprietary formula integrates rack-building nutrients – 
including up to 20% protein.

SIZE MODEL UPC

5 LB BAG FG-00086 8 55018 00086 9

SIZE MODEL UPC

5 LB BAG FG-00380 8 50695 00380 6

SIZE MODEL UPC

5 LB BAG FG-00380 8 50695 00447 6

NEW



ATTRACTANTS

 + Fresh, all-natural apples are sliced, dried and crushed 
with an irresistible sweet mix of proteins and fats

 + Tasty, nutritious treat brings out even the most cautious 
bucks

 + Real apple power will help you crush that trophy buck 
you’ve been waiting for

Deer go wild for the sweet aroma and delicious taste of ripe, juicy apples, and now 
Wildgame Innovations is bringing the orchard to you with Apple CRUSH®. We take 
fresh, all-natural ripe apples then CRUSH ‘em with a blend of nutrient-filled proteins 
and fats to grow monster trophy bucks. Airborne Technology distributes 600% more 
scent molecules than ordinary feed grains to attract over crazy long distances at 
super-sonic speeds. Unleash a whole bushel of attractant power with Apple CRUSH.

APPLE CRUSH™

SIZE MODEL UPC

NEW - 15 LB BAG  FG-00462 8 50695 00462 9

5 LB BAG FG-00323 8 50695 00323 3

4 LB BRICK FG-00329  8 50695 00329 5

1 GALLON JUG FG-00328 8 50695 00328 8

 + Real sugar beets crushed and blended into an  
ultra-concentrated attractant

 + Captures one of deer’s favorite treats that can be difficult 
to find

 + Airborne Technology™ creates long-range scent vapor trail

SUGAR BEET CRUSH™

Sugar beets are incredibly effective at attracting and drawing in deer. The problem 
is they grow seasonally and only in certain regions, making them hard or even 
impossible for hunters to find. Wildgame Innovations made the impossible possible 
with an ultra-concentrated attractant using real sugar beets: Sugar Beet CRUSH®. 
Airborne Technology™ sends 600% more scent molecules than ordinary feed grains 
for unparalleled attracting power. Sugar Beet CRUSH comes chock-full of protein and 
fat to build strong, healthy deer and will satisfy that buck’s sweet tooth to bring him 
in from miles away.

SIZE MODEL UPC

15 LB BAG FG-00340 8 50695 00340 0

5 LB BAG FG-00076 8 55018 00076 0

4 LB BRICK FG-00015 8 55018 00015 9

1 GALLON JUG FG-00052 8 55018 00052 4



 + Power of a food plot ground into a nutrient-rich feed
 + Generates antler growth and improves overall herd health
 + Airborne Technology™ creates long-range scent vapor trail

 + Proprietary double-screening process creates fine powder 
that absorbs and releases more potent scent

 + Airborne Technology™ creates long-range scent vapor trail
 + Ultra-high fat content and carbohydrate blend

MEAN GREENS™

PERSIMMON CRUSH™

Food plots take time to grow and energy to maintain. Skip the hassle with the power 
of a food plot concentrated into one easy-to-use feeding solution. Mean Greens™ 
begins working immediately, with Airborne Technology™ sending super potent scent 
trails to draw in deer from all over. Our proprietary formula supplements deer diets 
with vitamins and nutrients in a natural-tasting powder that’s easy to digest.

Lee Lakosky loves hunting over persimmons more than anything, but they’re difficult 
to find and often messy or inconvenient to use. Now there’s Persimmon CRUSH™ 
 — combining the natural attracting power of real persimmons with a high-protein, 
carbohydrate-packed proprietary base. The powder is double screened to create a 
finely sifted formula that absorbs and releases with long-range, in-your-face power. 
Airborne Technology™ adds more distance and speed by distributing 600% more 
scent molecules than ordinary feed grains. All that with an irresistible persimmon 
taste makes this one of the most incredible attractants ever.

SIZE MODEL UPC

5 LB BAG FG-00463 8 50695 00463 6

SIZE MODEL UPC

5 LB BAG FG-00422 8 50695 00422 3

NEW
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 + Low-visibility blackout formulation
 + Airborne Technology™ creates long-range scent vapor trail
 + High protein and fat conten

VANISH™

Don’t give away your spot with an obvious attractant; you need something discreet to draw in and hold deer in a 
place only you know how to find. Vanish™ entices deer to camera locations and hunting spots with the power of 
pitch-black persuasion. A proprietary formula years in the making, Vanish is a high-powered, long-range attractant 
that’s as stealth as it is lethal. 

The powder is a highly palatable blend of protein, fat and complex carbohydrates that deer not only crave, but need 
for sustained overall health. Vanish delivers enhanced levels of security to hunters worried about camera theft and 
other forms of human intrusion. Its charcoal-gray formulation virtually disappears when deployed – ensuring that 
big buck will find it, while uninvited guests won’t.

ATTRACTANTS

SIZE MODEL UPC

10  LB BAG FG-00441 8 50695 00441 4

 + Most effective hog draw on the market
 + Manage unruly populations of intelligent and destructive hogs
 + Premium mix of the berry flavors hogs love

HOG HEAVEN®

Most landowners, farmers and hunters have their own first-hand accounts of the damage feral hogs can cause. 
Everyone wants to solve this problem, but it’s a tough one to tackle. Hogs can be difficult to pattern because of 
their large home range, acute senses of smell and opportunistic feeding habits. That last part is where we can 
help: hogs are always hungry. 

Hog Heaven™ uses a proprietary mixture of grains and a super-sweet fruit punch additive that will draw them in 
for miles. This powerful granular attractant will help you attract, pattern and trap hogs in your area as they fight 
over every last morsel of this heavenly treat. If you’re after an attractant that hogs simply can’t resist – Hog 
Heaven is the answer to your prayers.

SIZE MODEL UPC

5 LB BAG FG-00059 8 55018 00059 3
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 + Our most aromatic and concentrated mineral ever
 + Releases up to 600% more scent molecules than ordinary salt/grain attractants
 + Crystallized minerals hold attractant power for up to 45 days

REACTOR™

No need to choose between liquid and powder attractants when Reactor™ lets you 
use both for double the power. Reactor’s liquid and powder formulas undergo a phase 
change when mixed – immediately transitioning into a potent vapor and a slow-
soaking foam that eventually hardens into a crust of rack-building minerals. This 
triple-action attraction paired with Airborne Technology™ releases up to 600% more 
scent molecules than ordinary salt or grain attractants. You’ll notice how potent the 
apple aroma is, and so will deer. But it doesn’t just have potency on its side; it has 
longevity, too. Reactor’s mineral content sticks around for up to 45 days to draw in 
deer from distances you never thought possible.

SIZE MODEL UPC

10  LB BAG FG-00442 8 50695 00442 1

BUCK SNORT™ APPLE

 + Irresistible apple aroma
 + Flip top cap for easy, mess-free application
 + Super dense mineral concentration
 + Quickly establish hoof traffic to your favorite spot
 + Incredibly long lasting
 + Starts working immediately

 + The power of a corn bushel in one bottle
 + Legal in most states; no food ingredients
 + Flip-top cap for easy application

CORNFUSED™

There may not be actual corn at the end of this scent trail, but deer will think there is with the power of a whole 
corn bushel packed into one bottle. CornFUSED™ scent attractant is incredibly effective at initiating new food 
plots and feeding areas. The plastic bottle easily fits into a pack for simple transport. Simply flip the lid and begin 
squirting to send deer in your direction. 

By keeping things simple at the start, you can test an area before hauling heavy feeding supplies to a new spot. 
CornFUSED will establish heavy hoof traffic quickly so you can build your feeding strategy around a deer population 
that’s already patterning. You can also spread it around stands to draw deer in for a hunt. The highly concentrated 
corn scent is made without real food ingredients, making it legal in most states.

Deer won’t be able to get enough of Buck Snort™. Our proprietary formula disguises minerals in a highly 
concentrated liquid that smells and tastes just like real apples. Simply flip the lid, squirt where you want it, and 
watch the deer come sniffin’. You’ll have a patterned, healthy herd faster than you can say “Wildgame Innovations.” 
Works year-round for incredible attraction power. 

SIZE MODEL UPC

40 OZ BOTTLE FG-00460 8 50695 00460 5

SIZE MODEL UPC

40 OZ BOTTLE FG-00013 8 55018 00013 5

NEW

On our website you can discover more about hunting & shooting products.

https://www.recreationid.com/hunting-shooting.html

